ACROSS
1. Runs in neutral 5. Body of fighters
6. Discard 7. Hems and...
10. Seed cover 8. Outer: Prefix
18. Random numbers game 10. ___ Invidia
21. Essayist’s nom de plume 13. Blue or blue-sky
22. Start of a quip by 14. Ice creams
Dustin Hoffman: 2 wds. 15. Dismounted
25. Glare from an ice field 16. Tie
27. Layered pastries 17. Michigan or Superior
28. Rare thing 18. Random numbers game
21. Essayist’s nom de plume 20. Second in rank
22. Start of a quip by 21. Essayist’s nom de plume
Dustin Hoffman: 2 wds. 22. Start of a quip by
25. Glare from an ice field 23. Ampul
27. Layered pastries 24. Names
31. Nick at... 25. Glare from an ice field
32. Disprove 26. Three sheets to the wind
33. Lucre 27. Layered pastries
35. Draws out 28. Rare thing
38. Water-filled ditch 29. ___ anemone
39. Of the gray matter 30. Potato pancake
43. Forty-... 31. Nick at...
44. Spanish painter 32. Disprove
45. Court’s decree 33. Lucre
46. Gold of “Entourage”... 35. Draws out
47. A state: Abbr. 36. Forty-...
48. Part 2 of quip: 4 wds. 37. Spanish painter
53. “Death in the Family” author... 38. Water-filled ditch
55. Ampul 39. Of the gray matter
56. Ditſingfish 40. A kind of farm: 2 wds.
57. “... Brute?”... 41. Mountain ridge
58. Dated 42. “Peanuts” name
59. Kind of player 43. Forty-...
60. Avis competitor 44. Spanish painter
61. Prepares fish 45. Court’s decree
63. Part 3 of quip 46. Gold of “Entourage”...
64. Tree parts 47. A state: Abbr.
66. Olly fishes 49. Racetracks
68. Cockpit array 50. Codfish
69. Joined metal parts 51. “To... human...
72. Empennage 52. Grew watery
73. Espresso froth 53. “Death in the Family” author...
74. Seaweed 54. Surround with heavenly light
75. Barry or Edmunds 55. Ampul
76. Part 5 of quip: 5 wds. 56. Ditſingfish
81. Touch-me-... 57. “... Brute?”...
82. Purpose 58. Dated
83. Terrible 59. Kind of player
84. Sign on a roadside 60. Avis competitor
85. English philosopher 61. Gannet
86. Wild dog 62. Drawn out
87. Insurer 63. Part 3 of quip
88. Of great importance 64. Olly fishes
89. That vessel 65. “Peanuts” name
90. Fade 66. Gannet
91. Billy... 67. Harp
92. Wrecked ship 68. Cockpit array
93. Elephant 69. Joined metal parts
94. Cunning 70. Produce
95. Mammal 71. Try to stop
96. Articulate 72. Empennage
97. A kind of farm: 2 wds. 73. Espresso froth
98. Husk 74. Seaweed
99. Sneakers 75. Barry or Edmunds
100. Entrepreneur... Musk 76. Part 5 of quip: 5 wds.
101. Plexus... 77. “Death in the Family” author...
102. Charon’s river 78. Olly fishes
103. Police officer 79. Cook’s creation
104. Three sheets to the wind 80. Climbing lily
105. Rodent 81. One-armed bandits
106. End of the quip: 3 wds. 82. Purpose
107. Long lock 83. Terrible
108. Light shade 84. Sign on a roadside
109. Libertine 85. English philosopher
110. “End of the quip: 3 wds.”... 86. Wild dog
111. Like a chimneysweep 87. That vessel
112. Down Under animals, for short 88. Of great importance
113. Genesis name 89. That vessel
114. Fish features 90. Fade
115. Wing 91. Billy...

DOWN
1. Venerated bird 5. Body of fighters
2. Dimple 6. Describe as
3. Cowardly Lion actor Bert... 7. Hems and...